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SECTION 1

The first section, BUILDING FRIENDSHIPS, reviews basic
behaviors important in reaching out to others and in
making friends.

Lesson 1:
True Friendship
Behaviors
Lesson 2:
The Big “R” - Respect
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Lesson 3:
Empathy… The New
Social Power

The first lessons focus on an awareness of what a true-friend
looks like and then expands with lessons on respect, empathy
and social responsibility encouraging students to
act to benefit society at large –
friends, school and community.

Social
Skills
Are Valuable

Other lessons in this section
help navigate the social world
in teaching conversation skills,
presenting friendly body
language, and understanding
the casual use of idioms.

Lesson 5:
Starting Conversations
with Friends

Lesson 7:
What Do You Mean? …
Understanding Idioms

GRAPHIC CUE CARDS
DIGITAL INTERACTIVE
SUMMARY ACTIVITY
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Lesson 10:
Netiquette – Building
Friendships Through
Social Media
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Lesson 9:
Friendly Manners
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Lesson 8:
Being a Good Sport

The final lessons in this section
focus on continuing to build
and maintain friendships
through learning skills of
good sportsmanship, good
manners and an introduction
to appropriate friendships in a
world of social media.
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Lesson 6:
Friendly Body
Language
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Lesson 4:
Social Responsibility

[ lesson one ]

True Friendship Behaviors
What They are and What They Aren’t

PURPOSE: To help students understand and recognize behaviors of a true friend and a
not-so-true friend.

©

MATERIALS:
• Copies of the story, Fancy Friends
• Pens or pencils
• Whiteboard or poster paper
• Copies of the worksheet, Fancy Friends
• Copies of the game activity, Learn By Playing; dice; and game pieces
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PROCEDURES:
1.	Lesson Introduction: Start a discussion about friends and friendship by asking students:
Has anyone taught you how to be a good friend? Did you read about it in a book? Has anyone watched
a video explaining how to be a friend? Most likely the answers will be ‘No one’ and ‘No’. Continue the discussion by asking: By a show of hands, who would like to learn about being a good friend?
Most likely all students will put up their hands.
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2.	
Fancy Friends Story: Continue with the lesson by saying: We will read a story in a moment
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about true friends and not so true friends. Ask and discuss the following questions: What does it
mean to be best friends? Can you have more than one best friend? Would you consider someone a best
friend that treats you in a mean way? Share that best friends are those that are best for us – who
support, encourage, and care about us. Let students know that sometimes we have to look
closely at others to find out who the best friend is for us. Proceed to the Fancy Friends story to
learn more about this idea.

.
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	Copy and distribute the Fancy Friends story. Review the directions instructing students to read
(or you may choose to read the story to them). Direct students to circle the behaviors in the
story that are not friendly and to review the thought questions at the end of the story and be
ready to discuss.
	After students have completed the story, invite students to share what they have circled
and discuss why it is a ‘not so friendly’ behavior. Review the thought questions at the end
of the story, asking the group: What do you think of Maggie’s friends? Maggie had a feeling that
good friends shouldn’t do these things….do you think she was right? Ask students: Do you have any
advice for Maggie? To learn more about true friend behaviors, proceed to the Fancy Friends
worksheet.

3.	
Fancy Friends Worksheet: Distribute the Fancy Friends worksheet to each group member and provide pens or pencils. Review directions with the students. After students have
©YouthLight
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completed and shared with a partner, ask pairs to share their answers of true friend behavior.
On a whiteboard or poster paper, keep a tally of those behaviors group members have circled
– saying: this helps us learn the kind of behaviors that will help us make friends – behaviors
of a true friend.

4.	Learn by Playing: Distribute the game sheet Learn by Playing and invite students to play in

©

pairs or in small groups. Provide a dice and small candies or erasers as game pieces. Guide
players through each roll of the die and each move on the game board – summarizing and
questioning as players land on various squares. Examples of summarizing, include saying,
‘sitting together at lunch gives us a chance to make a conversation with a potential friend.
Will that help us make friends or not?’ Examples of questioning include asking, ‘why is it
important to invite others to play? Will that help us make friends or not?’ While playing the
game should be fun, it should also provide students reinforcement in learning which behaviors are true friend behaviors, and which are not.
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5.	
Sum It Up! To summarize the behaviors of a true friend, ask students: Which of the true

friend behaviors will you try today? Where will you try it? Allow students to share their
ideas and encourage them to commit to making a friend today.
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[ lesson one ]

STORY

FANCY FRIENDS

Directions: Read the following story together, or in pairs, and circle those behaviors in the
story that are not friendly. Then review the thought questions to be ready to discuss as a group.

Fancy Friends

©

Maggie loves school and is a good student. She likes to help the teacher and
she’s on the Student Council. When it comes to making friends, however,
Maggie is confused. Recently, she made friends with a few of the popular
kids and they started to eat lunch together, ride the bus together, and share
silly text messages after school. After a
few days, though, something changed
and the friends suddenly became mean,
won’t eat lunch with her, and won’t
send her any emails or text messages.
Strangely, a few days after that, those
friends were back again and everything
seemed fine. This has happened a few
times already and Maggie is confused
because she doesn’t think good friends
should do this. And Maggie is right.
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Maggie would really like to have a
good friend, a true friend. She decides
it’s time to learn more about true
friends and not-so-true friends.

Thought Questions:

1. What do you think of Maggie’s friends?
2.	
Maggie had a feeling that good friends shouldn’t do these things….do you think
she was right?

3. Do you have any advice for Maggie?
©YouthLight
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WORKSHEET

FANCY FRIENDS

Directions: Circle the phrases below that best describe a true friend. Then share your answers
with a partner and discuss.

you
t
u
o
b
a
s
Gossip
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Laughs
at your
jokes
Gets othe
r friends t
o ignore yo
u
with
s
d
n
e
ri
f
e
b
n
a
c
u
o
y
Tells you who
Pressures you to do something
you don’t want to do
Picks you f
or the team
Makes time to hang
out with you
Leaves you out of the plans
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Compli
ments
you

Calls you names
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Talks behind
your back
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Is loyal to you
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n
Se es to you
messag

Listens
to you

Invites you to play

[ lesson one ]

GAME ACTIVITY

LEARN BY PLAYING

Directions: Take turns rolling the die and landing on game squares to learn the behaviors of a
true friend, and a not-so-true friend. Discuss the true friend and not-so-true friend game squares.

Left out te
ssma
your cla ss!
c
e
at r e

Sit toge
the
at lunch r
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one
Go backre
a
u
q
s

Advanc
e
squareone
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Complimented
your friend

Laughed at
new student

Advance two
squares

Go back
two squares
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Advance one
square

th

Invited
someone
to play

our
Left y out
d
frien

Sent a
mean text
message
Go back two
squares

.
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Called
someone a
mean name
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e
ck on
Go bauare
q
s

Go back two
squares

da
Helpe ent
d
u
t
s
new

ce two
Advanares
squ

Picked a new
student for
your team
Advance one
square
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Diane Senn is a book author, workshop presenter,

keynote speaker, and an elementary school counselor who has
worked in the educational system for over 30 years. She earned a
Masters of Education and Education Specialist Degree in counseling
from the University of South Carolina and in 2005 received National
Board Certified Teacher status. Diane is known for her enthusiasm
and creative, innovative, and practical strategies in working with
young people. Diane presents nationally and internationally
workshops and webinars for counselors, teachers, and other professionals as well as
authored/co-authored the following books:
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Bullying in the
Girls’ World

SMART Guidance: Success
in the Game of Life
and School!
(Interactive lessons)

Spectacular Guidance
Activities for Kids

SMART Guidance
Multi-Topic
(Interactive Lessons)

Puzzle Pieces: The
Classroom Guidance
Connection

“Bee” Your Best with
Character Ed

Small Group Counseling
for Children (K-2)
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Creative Approaches
for Counseling
Individual Children
in the School Setting

Small Group Counseling
for Children (Grades: 2-5)

Guidance Mini-Lessons

.
To bring Diane Senn to your school,
district or conference, contact:
Nanette Corbitt,
PR Director at 800-209-9774 or
ncorbitt@youthlightbooks.com

SMART Guidance:
Success in the Game of
Life and School!

The Treasure

www.youthlight.com
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